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GREEN INDUSTRY NEWS

Outdoor Power Equipment Dealers Forecast Five Percent Decline In Mowers in 1980 ... American Garden Products To Merge With Amfac ... Congress Approves Urban Forestry Program.
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Defending Golf, More Than a Game
The game of golf actually brings many people closer to nature instead of keeping them from it as some environmentalists would suggest, according to Golf Course Designer Mike Hurdzan.

Interior Landscapers Want Recognition, Support
The history of the growth in interior landscape contracting and the reasons why this market wants recognition.

Climbing or Bucket Lift, Opinions From Arborists
Arborists describe their reasons for liking one or the other. Speed, quality, and creativity are compared.

Aerial Bucket Lift Choices
Seven manufacturers describe their bucket lift models. Use reader service numbers and card for more information.

No Frills Future Requires Improved Turf Selection
The Lawn Institute’s Robert Schery gives his view of the next decade and its effect on turfgrass use. Also, a list of current lawn grasses with their qualities.

Maple Species Offer Wide Variety of Color, Uses
Doug Champman of Dow Gardens describes the benefits and drawbacks of eleven maples and ranks them according to various hardiness categories.

Good Sod Starts With the Seedbed
Sod Producers, seed specialists, and research advisors give the keys to proper seedbed preparation for sod production.
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Cover: Photo taken on the job by Larry Holkenborg, immediate past president of The National Arborist Association.